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Laboratory for personal dosimetry in the Institute of Occupational and 
Radiological Health, Belgrade, used TLD more than twenty years. 
Before that, film dosimetry was main method in external monitoring. 
TL dosimetry was started with Reader Toledo 654 and crystals 
MgB4O7. Finally, from 1992 laboratory has Harshaw TLD Reader 
Model 6600. Dosimeters are crystals LiF type 100, card packed, worn 
in standard filtrated holders. Personal dosimetry data are keeping 30 
years for each worker according to regulations. The data from 1990 are 
in electronic form. Long experience enables conclusion that new 
technique means more advantages in practice.  
Recommendation from this laboratory practice refers to TLD read-out 
cycle. The longest period should be one month. LiF is recommended 
crystal. Glow curve deconvolution gives information about 
chronological irradiation. It is very important to conclude was 
dosimetry irradiated by “one-shot” or continuously. Preparing 
calibration for determination the time since accident laboratory has to 
define adequate dose calibration methodology including low 
temperature peaks.  
Possibility to follow working conditions analyzing TLD glow curve is 
much more important than low decrease of dose severity.  
Time depend analyze is not possible if TLD would be read-out more 
than (approximately) six weeks after irradiation. If ionizing sources 
produce such low dose and has negligible probability of accidental 
exposure (according nowadays regulation read-out frequency could be 
once in three month), the recommendation is not to use external 
personal monitoring. Reading personal dosimeters once in three 
months deemed not useful. 
Complete and successful personal dosimetry dictates using system that 
enables glow curve shape representation to be sure that signal is 
ionizing irradiation result or not. Time depend analyze imparts 
information about protection permanence. In special circumstance, it is 
possible to estimate the time of exposure. This is extremely important 
for accidents.  
 

 


